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Abstract
Alluvial diamond deposits covered with a thick overburden cannot be explored effectively and
mined profitably with the available conventional techniques. A novel directional drilling
technique has been developed and site trials have been conducted at the De Beers Namaqualand
Mines situated at the western coast of South Africa. This paper describes the technique
developed as well as the results of the site trials. The main task of the project is to develop a tool
and a supporting system to ach ieve a remote exploration and ore extraction method for
inaccessible alluvial diamond deposits. The project involves the acquisition of a system,
commissioning on-site and evaluating the infonnation obtained during assessment. The project
consists of the design -of certain tools and instrumentation for tbe system , investigations and
desktop studies as well as development of the system's logistics. The operating philosophy of the
system is based on the keyhole surgery principle. In this study a pilot hole was drilled first,
starting from the surface with an inclination to reach deeply seated diamondiferous gravel layers,
followed by drilling into a more or less horizontal gravel layer for a certain length and finally
pointing- upwards reaching ground surface at a predetennined exit point. The pilot drill bit was
then replaced with a larger diameter reamer/mining tool and an HDPE tail pipe was attached
behind the reamer. The drill string was retracted back to enlarge the guide hole and flush the
excavated ore to the surface through the tail pipe. The material flow in between the sections of
the system was' carefully measured to assess and record the gravel recovery rates. Several
horizontal holes were drilled at preplanned drill paths to reach and follow the ore layer and the
Ore extraction was achieved by means of a reamer/mining tool. Principles of the concept have
been proven viable in this investigation . .
INTRODUCTION
Deep alluvial diamond deposits of South African West Coast are covered with thick overburden
that can extend to as deep as 150 m or more. Current stripping methods with conventional
mining equipment and techniques afe not viable for depths exceeding 45m due to their
economical and inherent technological limitations, In addition, the environmental impact caused
by moving such amount of overburden would be considerably high. An investigation to find an
appropriate mining method or a technique was conducted by the DeBeers Mining Technology
Department (MTD) under DebTech in 1999. Trenchless technology was identified as a
promising solution for mining at depths greater than 30 m. One of the technologies, ' horizontal
directional drilling' (HDD) used in civil engineering, indicated some potential, provided that it
can be customised for the site specific geological conditions and mining production rates. HDD
is a modified directional driUing technique originally developed for the petroleum industry to
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access more than one deep oil reserve from a single vertical hole. This technology was later
adopted by the civil engineering industry for pipeline installations under natural and human
made obstacles during the last two decades. The attractiveness of the technology in deep alluvial
diamond deposits is the ability to extract ore at depth with minimal despoliation to the surface
environment as there is no need to move significant surface material to access the ore deposit.
The MTD put forward a research project to assess directional drilling at Namaqualand Mines
(NM) in 2002. This project will look into the capacity of the system to mine under prevailing
geological settings and test the system for complete hole c1ean~up. Based on the trial site
geological infonnation and the locally available directional drilling know~how, a reamer/miner
tool was designed and developed in collaboration with Transco Manufacturing Company,
Australia. The tool and the in situ directional drilling test of rig system compatibility were
successfully completed under controlled conditions by Navigations Drilling Services (NDS) in
Johannesburg, South Africa in 2004
Site trial program for the complete system is developed based on the experience gained from the
Johannesburg system compatibility tests. Original reamer tool design is modified to increase the
recovery rates. Customised reamer handling jigs were manufactured for field use. Drilling mud
and cutting handling circuit design were improved to incorporate a mud recycle plant.
Instrumentation to record material flow was specified and data capturing network was built.
System assessment work in situ had been conducted from June 2006 to February 2007. The
project is a joint collaboration between MTD and NM. MTD is largely responsible for equipment
specifications and design as well as project and site management functions. NM is responsible
for supplying geological and mining information of the area to be assessed as well as supplying
ancillary equipment required on-site and operational support. Directional drilling and equipment
maintenance was perfonned by the contractor, NDS.

SCOPE OF WORK
Ground recovery
The project scope is to investigate new exploration and mining methods for selective mining of
alluvial diamond deposits. The objectives ofthe project are to:
• determine the applicability of a directional diilling system to mine an alluvial diamond
depOSits;
• test cutting and reaming tools designed for the trial;
• test ancillary systems to demonstrate a geophysical system for orebody delineation;
• develop an understanding of the ground behaviour, in order to develop principles for the
horizontal hydromining system; and
• present solutions to define and mine difficult orebodies.
The scope of the project includes the collection of the drilled material but excludes the mineral
processing of this material. The mining method proposed in this project entails systematic
excavation of the diamond-containing gravel layer such that the sequentially excavated holes will
eventually cover the entire gravel horizon. The behaviour of the ground around the excavated
holes and the overlaying strata needs to be modelled. A test facility was commissioned at De
Beers Mining Technology laboratory for developing the mining tool.
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Orcbody delineation
The shape and the trend of the orebody layer take precedence over other factors when designing

the mining method. The diamondiferous gravel layer is relatively thin, deep ly seated and
depos ited on top of a semi-weathered schistose bedrock. There may exist geological fonnations
and structures such as gullies and potholes within the gravel layer that need to be identified with

precision. Investigations to find a geophysical tool to delineate deeply seated gravel layer
commenced in late 2004. Several techniques have shown potential for further investigation. A
geophysical delineation 'm ethod , drilling multiple horizontal holes, would be necessary during
extraction planning. It is proposed that parallel hol es with varying depths are to be drilled with
respect to gravel layers and a high density poly ethylene (HOPE) pipe is to be placed in some of
the holes for delineation measurements. The pipe replacement part of the orebody delineation
work is to be integrated into the directional drilling system ill situ trial. The measurement phase
is scheduled as the second phase of the project, after the completion of the geophysical
investigation. The borehole ~placement phase of the project hasn' t been commissioned to date.

EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Directional drilling rig
A Venneer D50100a directiona l drilling was used by the contractor for all the drilling activities.
Mud recycle system
A Kern-Tron Tango 350 mud recycle system was used to remove drilling mud from sand and
grit.

Reamer too]
The reamer tool (Figure I) was designed in coll aboration with a leading Australian tIenchless
technology tool manufacturer, Transco Manufacturing Company. The reamer was manufactured
in Australia and air freighted to South Africa in June 2005. The compatibility of the reamer tool
and the drilling rig were tested during 2005. After the tests, the reamer and the stabilisers were
modified to improve ground recovery an4 the tooL stab ility in the hole. The main parts and the
functions orthe reamer tool are listed below.
•A' is the drill string coupling section orthe reamer tool. This is the side that attached to the drill
string at the exit point after the guide hole is drilled.
'B ' is the main section of the 400 mm diameter reamer assembly and houses three roller cutters
with tungsten carbide inserts. Three nozzles pointing towards the front of the cutters are designed
to cl ean and cool the cutters. One nozzle placed at the middle is directed to inner chamber of the
reamer to help with flushin g the cut material. Drilling mud pumped via drill string flushes out
from these four nozzles. There are six suction ports for material intake connected to the inner
chamber. Three of these suction ports are placed behind the cutters and the other three at the
sides of the reamer. Side suction ports are covered with grizzly bars to prevent blockages of the
ports.• B' is the only part of the assembly that rotates as drill string rotates. This pan is connected
to the back of the assembly w ith a knuckle-joint device.
'Ct is the swivel, transferring the load of the tail pipe and back of the assembly to the drill string.
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The swivel is attached to the knuckle-joint device at the front and the rip stabiliser at the back.
The most important function of the swivel is to block the rotational forces to be transferred into
the stabilisers and the tail pipe.
' D' is the stabilised shroud around the swivel assembly. Its main function is to extend the inner
chamber of the reamer around the swivel. The sltroud slides over the rip stabilizer allowing
access to the inner chamber during repair and selVicing. This part does not rotate.
'E>' is the flexible seal mounted in fiont of the rib stabiliser. One problem encountered at early
trials was the short cutting of the material over the stabilisers. To prevent that, the main reamer
head back perimeter was enlarged by 16 mm to create the first block. A second precaution was to
design this flexible block or seal.
'F' is the rib stabiliser. The main function of it is to create friction to prevent the rotation of the
tail pipe and stabilise the drill string by keeping the reamer assembly aligned at the centre of the
hole.
'G' is the HDPE tail pipe with 125 mm inner di ameter. The tail pipe is attached to the reamer
assembly and extends all the way to the mud recycle unit. Material cut by the reamer coulters is
forced into the chamber and transported to the mud recycle unit v-ia tail pipe line.
Reamer launching jig
Two equipments were designed and manufactured specifically for the reamer tool. The jig
proved to be an essential tool to dismantle and to maintain the reamer assembly in the field
without the need of a clean mechanical workshop. The second equipment designed is the
launching jig. This tool with its unique desi gn of flexible deployment angle was also very
successful in-field application.

Drill tools
Vermeer fire stick FSTl 3.5' x 15' drill rods were used in the drilling work, DigiTrack cable link
system had been installed at each rod for data transfer from the drill bit.
Bulk mud- mix and water handling tanks
Two 12 m containers were modified and built into water and mud handling tanks for the field
operations. With the total storage capacity of 50 m), these tanks reduced the logistical
dependability of the site.
Atlas bore planner
The drilling planner is used to design the pilot drill paths. The drilling equipment and the tool
specifications are to be entered as design parameters. The bending radius and turns in the drill
path
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FIG 1 - Simplified sectional view ofthe reamer tool.
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are controlled by the characteristics of the drill rod. Allowable bending percentages and lengths
for each rod allow the user to draw a safe and achievable drill plan. The surface topography is
measured by the terrain mapper and the data is transferred into the bore planner to define the
exact depths of the hole from the surface. In this program 3D drill paths are designed and the
suitability of the tools is assured. The output of the program is a set of data for the drill rig
operator to follow. The site and the drilling tool specific parameters are required by the Atlas
Bore Planner. The tool and the site par~meters are recorded as main input parameters.
Topography coordinates can be entered manually or they can be transferred from the terrain
mapper. The result of the bore plan is represented as control parameters for each drill rod. This
output is then used by the drill rig operator to perform the actual drilling task. Pumping
requirements, down-the-hole pressure estimates and the minimum ground cover is calculated and
can be presented as a simple graph.

Steering tool software
The topographical survey data from terrain mapper laser survey and the borehole survey data
from the wireline are captured in the steeri.ng tool software. The drill rig operator continuously
checks the drill bit position in the screen arid drives the control mechanisms for the required next
position. The rig operator enters information and remarks into the line or drill rod comments line.
The data from the steering tool software can be exported to a text file for data analysis. The
borehole deviation is then calculated as per cent deviation from planned horizon.
Instrumentation
All the sensors are linked to a computer. .D1j.ta recording and presentation interface front panel is
designed on LabVIEW software package. Electronic instrumentations used in the drilling system
are listed below:
• a revolution meter sensor mounted at the back of the drill rig shaft to record the turning
speed of the drill string,
• a flow meter at the hydraulic mud pump of the drill rig to measure the rate of the drill mud
pumped into the hole,
• a torque meter installed onto the directional drill rig to measure the tangential force
exerted to the drill rod,
• pressure sensors installed for measuring the thrust and the pull back forces on the drill rig,
and
• a mud flow and a density meter on the mud recycle system for measuring the density and
the flow rates of the return mud.
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GEOLOGY OF THE TRIAL SITE
The topography of the area in which drilling is planned comprises low rolling country underlain
with soft, mobile sand cover and rare, hard rocky outcrops. Mobile and semi-pennanent sand
dunes host stunted shrubby and succulent vegetation. The unconsolidated succession comprises
loose sand and tough clay containing soft. calcareous intercalations as well as a tough silcrete
layer near the base. The succession starts (from top to bottom) in fine- to medium-grained. wellsorted, unconsolidated sand rich in heavy minerals that may also contain surface calcrete as loose
rocky rubble. Groundwater is saline and occurs patchily in penneable sandy intervals. The sandy
interval is underlain with tough clay, occurring as a continuous layer forming a laterally
persistent marker at depth. The latter clay bed is in-egularly shaped, up to tens of metres thick.
Well-sorted, fine to very "fine-grained sand underlies the clay. The sand contains ,an abundance of
fine-grained heavy minerals, mostly ilmenite. A silcrete layer occurs as a discontinuous,
extremely hard layer within this unit, either as blocks or solid layers less than one metre in
thickness. The silcrete band (where present) is confined to a horizon located generally some five
to 20 m above the top of the gravel resource. An unconsolidated gravel bed at the base of the
,succession represents the target horizon. The gravel contains a poorly sorted unimodal
assemblage of quartz clasts. The angular to well-rounded clasts are small, exceptionally up to 0.5
m or more in diameter, and set. in a clean sandy matrix. Coarse-grained heavy minerals, mostly
garnet kyanite and staurolite, occur in the sandy-to-gritty matrix. The gravel overlies fresh- to
well-weathered bedrock. An intensely kaolinised and clayey floor formed after schistose or
gneissic metamorphic rock and is characterised by the abundance of fine-grained white mica
(sericite). Irregular quartz veins are commonly suspended in the weathered bedrock.
OPERATING PRINCIPLE
The operating principle consists of two main phases. Once the drill path is planned, entry and
exit points are marked and the pilot hole is drilled (Figure 2).
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FIG 2 - Operatblgprincipie of the drilling system adopted.
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The pilot drill bit is replaced by the reamer assembly at the exit point and a tail pipe is attached
behind the reamer. The second phase is different than the common use of directional drilling
technology, where the reamers are used to cut and compact the ground in its place to allow easy
passage of pipeline to be replaced. Here, the key function of the reamer is to cut and contain the
cut material. While the pilot hole is enlarged to reamer dimensions, all the material cut is
captured inside the reamer and flushed to surface via tail pipe.

DRILLING PLAN
Two different set of drilling operations are planned, the geophysical investigation holes and the
reamer production investigatiori holes. Figure 3 details the plan of the directional drilling bores.
DRILL SITE PLAN
Drill site organisation was planned around the marked entry and exit points (Figure 4). The mud
line represents the 75 mm diameter high pressure mud pipes. It is used for cuttings and muddelivery into the mud recycle system. The clean mud delivery line starts from the mud recycle to
the drill rig and the return pipeline connects the exit site mud pumps to the mud recycle system.
The water line is a 75 mm diameter high pressure pipeline between the water tanks and the mud
recycle system. The power line represents the electric cable connections between the diesel
generator, the drill rig, the mud recycle unit, submersible pumps and the site office. The data line
is represented by the data cable and the connections in between several measuring instruments in
the recycle plant, the rig and the data recording computer inside the site office.
GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATION HOLES
Geophysical holes entry and exit positions were marked by the mine surveyor. Two mud sumps
were placed at ground level at entry and exit point sites. The drilling rig anchor plate was placed
in front of the entry site mud sump to supply anchorage support for the rig. A two metre deep
1.5 x 05 m pit was excavated next to the mud-sump pit to house the anchorage plate. A mud
pump for each entry and exit site mud-sumps were placed and connected to the mud recycle
system. After the site preparations had been completed, the drill rig was moved to its drilling
position and the pilot drilling process started. Each pilot hole drill path was planned with
reference to the gravel layer horizon. Once the pilot hole was drilled and the drill bit resurfaced
at the exit point, the prereaming task was commenced (Figure 5). An extra length of drill string
equivalent to the drill hole was pushed through the hole. Additional drill strings were detached
from the main line and left at the exit site. The pilot drill bit was replaced. A prereamer tool was
mounted at the end of the drill string. Extra lengths of pipe were attached to the reamer. This
was followed by the pull-back operation. The main purpose of the prereaming in a geophysical
hole was to enlarge the pilot hole and precut through the ground to enable easy passage for the
225 mm diameter HDPE pipes. After the prereaming tasks were completed, there was already a
drill string in its position for the pipe pulling operation. The HDPE pipe that was placed at the
exit site was attached to the drill string behind the reamer. Then the pipe was pulled to its
position by the drill rig. The anchorage plate and the sump were removed from the site soon after
the HDPE pipe appeared on the entry pit. All the pits excavated were closed with the muck that
had been taken from the excavation previously. Each HDPE pipe that extended about a metre
from the ground on both sides was secured by tamping soil around at the base. Open ends of the
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pipes were covered to prevent the access of dust and wild animals. A couple of 142 m long holes
were drilled 2 m above grave l ~bed rock contact horizon, a couple of 120 m long holes drilled 4 m
above the contact horizon and a couple of 120 m long holes drilled 6 m above the contact
horizon. A drill path curve was designed to allow easy passage of two metre long and 15 cm
diameter straight bars through 225 mm inner diameter HDPE pipes.

GROUND RECOVERY HOLES
The drilling of ground recovery holes started with the pilot hole drilling, same as the geophysical
holes. The drill plan had to be strictly adhered to the drilling of ground recovery holes compared
to the geophysical drilling. The reamer holes were planned to follow the gravel layer by
surveying of the position of the pilot bit and in stantaneously updating the plans for the next
move. Therefore, the reamer hole plan was just a guide rather than a strict drill plan. This plan is
based on the geological data available for the drilling site. The deviation of the actual hol e
position from the planned path and the accuracy of the ground recovery holes was nol
cons idered important at that stage. The prereaming was not planned for the reamer holes since a
very sticky clay layer was encountered just above the gravel horizon at the exi t sites of two of the
reamer holes. Therefore, partial prereaming had to be done at these sections from the exit point
to the gravel layer. The reamer was attached to the drill string and the hole was reamed following
the prereaming of the clay layer (Figure 6). A tail pipe with 125 mm diameter was used to link
the reamer to the mud recycle unit. All of the cut material was pumped 'and nushed out through
this tail pipe. The drilling mud was pumped from the entry site by the drill rig via the drill string
to flush the cuttings as well as to cool down the cutting tool . All together six reamer holes at
approximately 150 m length were drilled. The planned and actual drill plan, together with the
surface topography data for the Reamer Hole 03, is shown in Figure 7 as an example. The two
horizontal lines in the Figure 7 represent the predicted gravel layer based on the geological
infonnation. In the Hole 03, the gravel layer was intersected below the predicted horizon. The
drilling had been carried out until the bed rock below the gravel layer was encountered. The
direction of the bit was kept horizontal until gravel layer was found again. Drilling continued
about 40 ill at the gravel horizon. The pilot drilling was completed by reaching the surface at the
planned exit point..

RESULTS
Drilling advance rates, material volume recovered, and recycled drilling mud volume recorded
during the drilling work is summarised in Table 1. The pilot drilling through the calcrete layer
took the longest time. The reaming through the clay layers proved to be the most timeconsuming work. The drilling and the reaming through sand layers were the easiest tasks and
were, recorded as the minimum. Averages are calculated from the total drilling tasks. The time
spent for each task during a single geophysical and reamer holes is listed in Table 2. As seen in
these figures, changing rods take up to 20 per cent of the total drilling time. The site preparation
time could have been reduced. However, availability of the auxiliary equipment at the drilling
site was a delaying factor in Ihis task.
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Figure 8 shows the classification details of the main cost groups. In order to analyse the actual
cost for the drilling tasks, contractor's payments for metres drilled are all grouped in contractor's
charge item. The contractor's charge consists of 19 per cent labour costs, 11 per cent capital
charge, and the rest is for mark-up and other charges. Site preparation for each hole entry and
exit point was conducted by the contractor. Access road building and excavation works were
performed by the mine personnel. The contractor's charge for each site preparation is included in
the 'contractor's charge' item; however, the mine equipment usage costs are classified as the
running cost As seen in Figure 8, top four cost groups are the contractor's charge, the HDPE pipe
that had been installed for the geophysical investigation, the mobilisation costs and the project
team's labour costs. These make up to 65 per cent of the total cost. These six items are the main
costs that can be reduced considerably or eliminated in an exploration or mining application of
the directional drilling technology. The reamer drilling cost details are similar to the geophysical
holes. The only exception is the lower HDPE Pipe cost for tail pipe usage (Figure 9).

COST ESTIMATE FOR EXPLORATION APPLICATION
The cost estimation study for an exploration application is based on the specifications of the ools
and the performances achieved in the directional drilling assessment work. Performance and cost
estimate for one year long exploration work is shown in Table 3.

COST ESTIMATE FOR MINING APPLICATION
The directional drilling tools and the system as used in the assessment is too costly to use as a
mining method. The volume taken out by the 400 mm reamer tool was not large enough to
reduce the cost per tonne excavated. One approach is to develop a method that can remove more
volume than the cut area by the tool. This can be achieved by developing a reamer that utilizes
high pressure water jets to cut a larger diameter than the tool diameter. This method is called
here as navigational hydromining method. A brief description of the proposed method and the
cost estimate for the applicability analysis is included in the subsections below.

METHOD DESCRIPTION
The directional drilling assessment of geophysical hole drilling results show that a planned path
can be drilled and a pilot hole can be enlarged by reamers. The reamer hole drilling shows the
flexibility of the system, especially when the gravel layers need to be located by a touch-and-feel
way of sensitive drilling. The system would not be practical without a system that delineates the
gravel profile remotely. If the exact ore horizon profile is known, the plan for the reamer holes
can be correctly performed and the accuracy should be at much acceptable levels. Otherwise a
considerable amount of the time will be wasted in order to find where exactly the ore layer is In
this novel mining method application it is assumed that the geophysical ways of determining the
ore horizon profile and the structure in 3D is developed. When the gravel layers and the target
layers are known, then the drilling path can be designed with the current software used in this
project. The drilling is done by pilot drilling, in a similar manner conducted in this assessment.
One big difference is that the pilot hole is drilled below the gravel layer in the bed rock. Target
deposit area bedrock is expected to be weathered to partially weathered at few metres range. This
was also confirmed with the reamer holes that were drilled through the bedrock. A powerful
water jet helps ground to collapse into the suction chamber which is built into the reamer tool
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near the water jet (Figure 10). The cut ground will be pumped to the surface via the pipeline
pulling the reamer. As soon as the gravel reporting to smiace diminishes, the reamer will be
pulled to next position to carry on the jet-cutting task. When the line is completely depleted, the
next line will be drilled at specified spacing.
A series of parallel holes are required to cover the entire orebody horizon. Understanding of the
grOlUld behaviour is one of the major design factors for the development of the mining tool and,
eventually, a novel mining method. A mathematical model is developed to relate the measures
like cave height, gravel volume, the predicted dilution volume and the spacing of the reamer
holes. Figure 11 shows the mathematical model and the symbols used for the measures in the
cost calculation. Parameters 'A' (spray angle) and ' D' (tool depth) are investigated simply by
giving reasonable ranges and recording the volumes of gravel and dilution percentages (Table 4).
The cost analysis for the 500 m and the 1000 m long bores been conducted. For 500 m bores,
depths below 160 m are nol applicable due to the required total waste drilling that is in excess of
the bore length. Calculations resulted with the requirement of very high ore grades below 120 m
overburden depths. Therefore, the results below 120 m depths are not inctuded in the Figure 12
(US$ 1.00 = R7.50). Longer boreholes should produce better results, due to, reduced waste
drilling Figure 13.

CONCLUSIONS
Gravel layers were reached and drilled through by the reamer tool. The gravel layer was detected
during the pilot drilling. The pilot drill bit was prodUCing a very distinctive noise when drilling
through the gravel which could be heard on the surface. The clay layer above the gravel horizon
at the exit site of Jhe reamer holes caused blockages in the reamer and prevented material
delivery to the surface. Prereaming with the hole opener reamer-tool up to the gravel layer solved
the blockage problem. One of the achievements of the system was the mud recycle system's
efficiency. It was previously predicted that 6.0 to 70 per cent mud recovery rates could be
achi'evable. Fortunately, the recovery rate was just above 96 per cent. Geophysical holes were
drilled almost exactly according to planned paths. Reamer hole accuracy could not be calculated
because ofthe intention of finding- gravel layers, resulting in drilling away from the original drill
plan. That's why pilot drilling for a reamer hole was almost like _3 touch·and·feel kind of task.
This work has been achieved successfully by the careful and excellent control of the drill rig
operator. The planning software and the wireline system used in the assessment were proven to
be very useful and practical. A mining method which combines the hydro-mining principles with
the current directional drilling technique is proposed at the end of the site trial. The cost
,estimates for an application of such a system have been included in this paper. Minimum ore
values required to be eligible for the deployment. of such a system have been calculated from
these cost estimates. The directional drilling system proposed will not be effective and efficient
without suitable geophysical systems. Such systems will be the most essential planning aid for an
ore extraction methodology in a remote operation. Orebody structure should beknown before
mining tools deployed. Elementary parts of the extraction system have been proven in this study.
A hole can be planned. drilled and excavated into a larger diameter. by a remote drilling
operation.
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